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"Ten thousand pounds if you can seduce the Baroness Debarlow."Advisory: This erotic historical

romance contains light BDSM elements, bondage, and submission. If you like your heat

â€œwickedly hotâ€• with bad boy rakes and fearless women, then dare to enter the Cavern of

Pleasuresâ€¦ To save his estate, Montague Edwards, a known rake, agrees to the Earl of Frotham's

proposition. The Earl intends his son, the Viscount Tremayne, to marry well, but the Viscount has

fallen instead for the scandalous Lady Debarlow.To Abigail Debarlow, marrying the young Viscount

is a means to avenging her mother's death. Her plans to elope with the Viscount, however, are

upended by the handsome Montague Edwards. An accomplished seductress herself, she

nonetheless finds herself at risk of succumbing to his advances.When Montague discovers that

Lady Debarlow is a patron of Madame Botreaux's Cavern of Pleasures, he kidnaps the Baroness

and takes her to his estate with the intention of fulfilling her every fantasy. But he soon finds he

wants to do more than bind her body...Failure to seduce the Baroness means he loses the family

estate. But successfully seducing her may mean losing her altogether.
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5+++ Stars!! I could not, would not and did not put this book down until the end and what an ending

it was!! I finished this book at 3am and wondered if I could start reading it again right then. Em

Brown captures her readers in a world of Regency period and she writes the language of that period

so well and articulately that you feel that you are sitting in the room with Abigail and Montague. I will

warn you that this book has light BDSM aspects so if that bothers you then maybe this isn't the book

for you.I am a HUGE fan of Em's work and this story did not disappoint. It is captivating and

satisfying and a scrumptious read that propelled me into that world with such ease that I felt totally

surrounded by the sights and sounds of the period. I loved Abigail (Baroness Debarlow) and

Montague Edwards, they are at odds with each other at the beginning and dance around each other

for a while but then Montague is put to the task of seducing the Baroness and the story is off and

running. I laughed and sighed and gasped and giggled and melted. Em Brown has a wonderful

talent of pulling the reader into her world, developing a plot and characters that make you care

about them and their lives and then takes you on a journey of steaminess and naughtiness and

gentility and intrigue. I always feel stunned at the end of her stories at how easy it was to be sucked

into the plot and intrigue and richness of the prose.I cannot wait to see where Em takes this series,

who will be the next to be tied to a bedpost? I received an Advanced Reader Copy of this book and I

am voluntarily giving it an honest and open review.Bravo Em!! Brava!!

The book is amazing.When I started reading I couldn't put it down.Keep up the good work.

Edward Montague, accepted the offer to seduce the Baroness, Lady Abigail Debarlow, wherein he

will be paid handsomely by Earl Frotham. He immediately let someone follow Lady Debarlow to

know more about her and discovered that she's a Dominatrix in Cavern of Pleasure, an

establishment that caters to some sexual fetishes. Meanwhile, Lady Debarlow is determined to have

her revenge against Earl Frotham for what he did to her mother and one way to get it is by marrying

his son, Charles. Their plan to elope was apprehended by Edward and kidnaps Lady Debarlow.

During her captivity, Lady Debarlow became the submissive to a Dominant Edward and she likes it.

Scenes that ensue between these two will definitely get you hot and bothered! Without admitting it,

both Edward and Abigail, slowly falling for each other while spending just a day or two together.

That's why when Edward freed Abigail, she's quite hesitant to go but she must decide what to do

next about her revenge.Will Abigail forget her revenge and be with Edward? Can Edward have the

courage tell Abigail the truth and hope she'll understand him?EM Brown wrote another romance



with a BDSM twist. Binding the Baroness is an enthralling story, a page turner that you can't put

down. It was eloquently written, characters that are well developed and the pacing of each scene

are just right. Another great reading experience from this author that never fails to capture my

attention the way she tells her story. I highly recommend this book if you want variety in your

historical romance book read. And if you're curious about riding crop and Cat o' nine tails use, let

Edward Montague shows you how. Happy Reading!

Abigail [Baroness Debarlow] and Montague Edwards are at odds with each other at the very

beginning of they seem to dance around each other, testing the water to see whatÃ¢Â€Â™s what,

its a somewhat subtle game they play the main question being which is the cat and which is the

mouse, now thatÃ¢Â€Â™s the real puzzle?As with all of EmÃ¢Â€Â™s books they are always

charged with the unknown pleasure, seduction, pain, lust, secrecy and sexual allure in spades and

this book lives up to all that and so much more. The Cavern is known for its BDSM theme and this

didnÃ¢Â€Â™t disappoint.The depth of description that is always included in each of her books make

it so easy for any reader to actually imagine themselves in the same room, there are very few

writers that are successfully able to bring scenes to life with just the use of the written word but

these books and this inspired author never fails to deliver.Once again, I am able to guarantee that

this book once started will be impossible to put down, the need to discover the final outcome is far

too great, all I will say to any prospective reader is that you will not be disappointed!!!!As always, I

await the next written masterpiece by Em, she is a very generous writer never failing to release

books at fairly regular intervals however I must be honest ans say that if she presented a new title

every week, it still would leave many of her fans wanting more! More !I enjoyed the book and look

forward to reading any future publications; keep up all the great writing.

In the beginning of the book we see Montague Edwards trying to save his property working for a

man that he does not like, the Earl of Frotham. The job is to distract the Earl's son from the

Baroness Abigail Debarlow by using any means necessary. Some of the characters were written so

well that even I began to hate them and were rooting against them. Which also means I was rooting

for the main characters.The story has some unexpected turns that I will not type out because you

should just read the book for your self to find out, I really do not want to ruin it.It is worth the read

though. There is some BDSM but there is a whole lot more to the story. Loved the ending.I know

this is the 3rd book in the series but it is fine as a stand alone. You are given enough information

and it is easy to follow along with so you are not lost.I received this book for free to read from the



author in exchange for an honest review. The opinions in this review are 100% my own.
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